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Fitting an engine management system can be a daunting task.
First you’ve got to choose your EMS. Then you’ve got to buy all
the bits to make it work in your car. Then you’ve got to find a
lot of other bits to make the first bits compatible. Then you’ve
got to pay a specialist to put all those bits together and
calibrate it. It’s an expensive, time consuming business and the
end result is often hardly worth the effort.

So why open Pandora’s Box when you could open ours?
Webcon’s class leading range of Alpha Turnkey kits are supplied
as complete, fully mapped solutions you can fit yourself.

No extras to buy, no expensive installation or mapping to pay
for– just a lot more power and a lot less stress.

Key features include:
Release up to 27%** more power from an otherwise standard
engine.
Includes everything from ECU to injectors, wiring loom and air
filters.
Expertly calibrated to ensure optimum performance and engine
efficiency.***
Needs no expensive rolling road visits or specialist mapping.
OEM quality and unrivalled reliability.
Less expensive than many lower specification solutions.
*    Due to variations in exhaust design, exact power may differ from that stated
**   Based on Alpha K99011 Turnkey Kit fitted to standard Zetec 2.0 Mondeo engine.
*** Kits supplied for engines in standard tune.

Please call our specialist EMS team regarding other states of tune.

Buy it! - Fit it! - Drive it!

2.0 Zetec Focus Engine
New Alpha PRO4 Turnkey
Engine Management Kit

Webcon are delighted to announce the introduction of a new
Alpha Turnkey Engine Management kit for the Ford Focus 2.0
Zetec engine.

With these engines in such plentiful supply, and at such
competitive prices,  there has never been a better time to
upgrade to Zetec power, and the easiest way to extract that
power is with Alpha.

Releasing over 170bhp* on a totally standard development
engine, kit part number K40016 is supplied with 45mm
throttle bodies, manifold, Weber PICO injectors, fuel rail,
TPS, Throttle Linkage and Air Filter Pre-assembled,
flowed/balanced and ready to bolt to the engine. The ECU is
supplied pre mapped and the calibration is naturally fully
SVA and MOT compliant.

At just £1675 plus VAT, Zetec performance has never been
more affordable


